
Candidate Questionnaire on Arts, Culture and Heritage 

Give a brief description of what Arts, Culture and Heritage mean to you and the 

importance, as you see it, of Arts, Culture and Heritage to the community. 

I love art, whether created with a paint brush or a guitar string.  I am also very aware that arts and 

culture encompasses everything from the one who sits alone at a potter’s wheel to the dancer on a 

stage in front of hundreds of people.  Arts, culture, and heritage is a part of what makes each of us 

unique and special. At an early age, we hear stories, we learn about our heritage, we use imagination, 

and we pretend. Then we grow up and often the busyness of life can overshadow or push that creative 

inner artist out of the way.  But it is still there, inside each one of us, to a varying degree - - - the desire 

to dream, to create, to bring that vision to life with our hands, our feet, or our voice.   

  

How can the City best support Arts, Culture and Heritage? 

I believe the City has taken a significant step in supporting and promoting arts, culture, and heritage in 

our community by hiring a Manager of Arts and Culture, adding a significant resource to this aspect of 

our community life. Of course, one of my core beliefs, in running for City Council, is that we need to 

work together in strategic partnerships to build community, and so I am committed to work 

productively together whenever our goals align.  

 

How should Arts, Culture and Heritage be incorporated into the City's overall plan for the 

future? 

Arts, culture, and heritage is a vital aspect of community life and is a key to the continued growth of our 

community, contributing to our economic development and to tourism. The diversity of arts, culture, 

and heritage is unmatched by any other community element, reaching out to people with an extremely 

wide range of interests and experiences, offering a vast variety of spaces in, and through, which a 

person can connect and belong. Community is about inclusion, connecting, and belonging. 

Understanding and respecting heritage is key to building an inclusive community. Participating in arts 

and culture helps people develop their creativity.  Creativity involves imagination and the ability to 

visualize.  ‘Seeing’ situations as they might be in the future is a valuable tool for solving problems and 

changing situations.  I believe that this is possibly one of the most significant, yet unseen contributions 

of arts and culture to a sustainable community. In the words of the Provincial Ministry of Tourism, Arts, 

Culture & Sport, arts and culture “encourage participation in creative activity, improve the quality of life 

and social cohesion, develop, attract and retain skilled and innovative thinkers for the creative economy, 

foster community identity and a sense of place, and contribute to local, regional and provincial 

economies.”  

 

How do you view the role of non-profit groups in the delivery of Arts and Culture 

programming and how can the City support their efforts? 

Many non-profit organizations and projects work along non-hierarchical and co-operative structures. 

People take on roles according to need and are adaptable and flexible. This encourages innovation and 

promotes positive social relationships.  Creative projects involve positive, responsible risk taking.  Risk 

taking is a pre-requisite for growth and development. Overcoming risks such as those associated with 

identity, ability and relationships creates confidence, and flexible and risk competent people are able to 

deal with the uncertainties and challenges of the future. As the City plans for the future, it is valuable to 



partner with our non-profits, to work cooperatively with them when our goals align, bringing together 

our energy, experience, and expertise for the benefit of the entire community. 

 

What are your thoughts on the proposal for a Creative Hub that has been put forward by 

the Fort St. John Community Arts Council?   

The Creative Hub is an interesting concept worthy of further discussion. I like that the Hub brings 

creative people together and provides spaces that support networking efforts. There is certainly value in 

creating a space in which people can share equipment, ideas, and knowledge. As with any decision we 

make regarding the future, we must ensure that we are thoughtful and strategic in exploring this idea. 

 

Do you see a role for the City in the development of a Creative Hub in the centre of Fort 

St. John?  Give details. 

As I have stated in previous responses, one of my priorities is strategic partnerships between the City 

and individuals, businesses, and non-profits. I believe it is vital that the City be involved in the discussion 

and potential development of a Creative Hub. I believe the City can provide context and speak to 

overarching, long-term plans, which would impact the decisions and the direction of something like this. 

It is vital that there is collaboration and cooperation as these plans develop and evolve, and that there is 

a mutual desire to do what is best for the future of our entire community. 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to reflect on Arts, Culture, and Heritage in our community. 

 

Gord Klassen 
City Council Candidate 
 

Please send completed questionnaire to the Fort St. John Community Arts Council at 

info@fsjarts.org.  Responses will be posted on our website and shared with Arts Council 

members.  Thank-you for your participation. 

mailto:info@fsjarts.org

